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Background

There are huge amounts of data being generated at hospitals every day. Up to 80% of this data is collected in an unstructured format and a large portion of it as free text. In order to extract value from this data it is necessary to turn it into structured data. This is specially relevant for clinical studies that benefit from all the data capture performed during the clinical practice. Natural language processing (NLP) solutions can structure clinical texts written by physicians, extracting and encoding relevant medical concepts and taking into account complex context such as negations, family/personal background, past events among others.

While OMOP CDM is a great schema to store structured data, NLP results can get messy and complex. Although OMOP CDM v6 provides a note_nlp table to store these results, queries to this table can become clumsy and slow, so we designed and extended the OMOP CDM with our own NLP schema to store the results generated in the annotation process of NLP.

In the following section we present this extension of the OMOP CDM able to store the output of NLP solutions while integrating with the vocabulary normalization process of the OMOP CDM.

Methods

Existing NLP solutions generate huge amounts of data that must be stored together with existing structured data. Although the OMOP CDM is capable of storing structured and normalized data, the existing note_nlp table is too limiting for complex NLP solutions. The NLP schema we propose is a schema made up of nine different tables that not only allow us to store NLP results but also the metadata about the machine learning models and pipeline components of the NLP systems used to process the notes. This schema has already been successfully tested in several production environments for over a year and has already been presented to the OHDSI NLP Working Group for review.

A centralized fact table, the note table, is connected to several dimensions in a snowflake schema fashion (Figure 1). These dimensions represent the data captured by the NLP system about the content of the notes. Given the amount of data extracted, we decided to divide the extracted information in two different dimensions, for logical sharding reasons. One dimension represents all the clinical entities (e.g. “headache”, “Marfan’s syndrome”) captured from the text. The second one represents different parts of the note, such as paragraphs, sections, spans of text or the whole note. Normalized in other tables is the corresponding metadata about the entities or the text parts. An example of the metadata about an entity would be their context (e.g. “Present”, “Past”), experiencer (e.g. “Patient”, “Mother”) or relationship with another entity (e.g. “cause of”, “location of”) among others. An example of the metadata about a note part would be the start and end characters of the sections in the clinical note about the “Family history” section, the “Plan” or the “Physical examination”, or more complex classifications like “First diagnosis” or “Treatment change.”
Figure 1. Schema used to store the results produced by the NLP annotation process.

With this schema, in order to retrieve all events with a note where a condition of psoriasis was positively stated would involve a joint query to the note, note_entity, note_entity_concept and note_entity_label, filtering by the concept_id of psoriasis, and the labels corresponding to Certain, Present and Positive. If we would like to know those events where psoriasis was first diagnosed we would add note_classification to the query, and filter by the corresponding label ‘First diagnosis’.

Results

We have installed our platform in 5 hospitals in Spain and, to date, our tools have processed more than 33 million clinical notes of more than 4 million patients in Spain (Figure 2). Thanks to this, we not only make it easier for hospitals to participate in clinical studies, but also, by having their data transformed to the OMOP CDM, they can participate in OHDSI studies including NLP results. An example of this is the study “Characterizing Health Associated Risks, and Your Baseline Disease In SARS-COV-2 (CHARYBDIS)”4, in which Hospital del Mar in Barcelona took part.
As an example of the joint power of the ETL + NLP approach we analysed the prevalence of four dermatological diseases. The following are the OMOP concept identifiers for the diseases:

- Hidradenitis Suppurativa: 4241223
- Chronic Urticaria: 4198855
- Atopic Dermatitis: 133834
- Psoriasis: 3468820

The analysis performed corresponds to patients above 18 years old, and who have at least one visit to any department in the last 6 years, which were easily retrieved using person and visit_occurrence tables. Patients found via NLP were searched for in notes from the dermatology department only. Figure 3 shows the enrichment gained by using NLP processing on the OMOP CDM NOTE table compared to using only already structured data.

In the case of Chronic Urticaria (OMOP 4198855), there are no matches in the structured diagnoses from the hospital. This is due to the absence of a ICD-9 or ICD-10 code which specifically signifies “chronic urticaria”.
Figure 3. Number of patients per disease and extraction method. We divide each graph into patients found via hospital diagnosis ("Structured") and via NLP.

Conclusion

We have presented a solution to accelerate clinical research by structuring clinical text using advanced NLP algorithms. In this context, we have introduced a new extension of the OMOP CDM able to store the output of NLP solutions.

Currently, our work is mainly focused on improving our NLP models and adapting them to other languages, such as English. In addition, an increasing number of available hospitals is expected in the coming months so we will integrate these new hospitals by transforming their data into the OMOP CDM.
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